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Forward 

f you are reading this preamble it means you are tired of 
working for somebody else! This book was written to give 
you an insider’s view of starting a business. In order to make 

optimal decisions in business, you must first know all your 
options!   

I hope this book will inspire you to take the first steps to 
boost your confidence to become a successful entrepreneur and 
achieve the kind of personal freedom and financial security most 
people only dream of. 

About the Author 

Dynamic, entrepreneur, successful author, lecturer and small 
business consultant, Henry Tse is an associate and teaching 
partner of self-made millionaire Richard J. Stacey. 

Richard J. Stacey is founder of the Canadian Small Business 
Institute. Since 1983, Henry Tse, along with the Institute, has 
helped thousands of aspiring entrepreneurs to start their own 
profitable business. He has travelled across Canada and U.S. 
teaching people just like yourselves how to make money with 
their own business. 

Over the past 25 years Henry Tse has set up and operated a 
variety of businesses. As a result, he has gained a great deal of 
business knowledge and experience that he enjoys sharing with 
others. Henry is a leading authority on franchising; one of his first 
businesses was a franchised maid service. It was voted by TV's 
Live It Up as "Toronto's best run Maid Service". He has also 
helped over 30 entrepreneurs to set up their own manufacturing 
businesses from Halifax to Vancouver. 

Henry is also an accomplished mail order expert. His famous 
Close Out Merchandise Manual sold nationally by mail order, and 
his course on product sources has taught people, just like you, 
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where to find products below wholesale. 

Alongside his consulting business, Henry currently promotes 
an annual trade show "Business Marketplace", focusing on 
franchising and business opportunities, real estate, personal 
finance and investing. His last show had over I00 exhibitors from 
all over North America, along with over 80 seminars, ranging 
from "How to Start a Business" to "Investing in the Stock 
Market". 

We hope you benefit from Henry's Secrets of Success. and 
“Achieve Wealth, Security and Freedom As Your Own Boss” 
Remember;  “Believe and Achieve" 

Wishing Good Health & Wealth. 

Henry Tse & Associates 

 

Earnings Disclaimer: We see our subscribers, students, 
members and clients as an extension of our family, which is why 
we always treat them with respect and transparency.  

We don't believe in "get rich quick" style business programs. 
This book was All of our programs and those of our affiliates are 
intended to help you build a successful real estate investment 
and/or home based business but require desire, dedication and 
hard work from you.  

As stipulated by law, we cannot and do not make any 
guarantees about your ability to get results or earn money with 
any of the ideas, information, tools or strategies we share.  

Henry Tse & Associates 

4936 Yonge Street, Suite 250, 

Toronto, Ontario Canada M2N 6S3 

www.henrytse.ca 

© 2019  Henry Tse 

ISBN: 9781999060602  
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Appendix 

Reasons Start-Ups Get Into 

Trouble 

he  following is a list of some of the reasons why an 
entrepreneurial venture might fail. 

The Entrepreneur and His Employees: 

• Complacency – just because the entrepreneur is doing 
well doesn't mean that it will always be the case. 
Competitors can change, buyer preferences may change, 
and so on. The entrepreneur cannot afford to take 
anything for granted. 

• Lack of commitment - setting up a business is not a 
casual undertaking. The time and energy required will 
be immense. 

• Domestic pressures affecting the owner/manager - it 
takes hard work and a great deal of time and effort to 
make a business succeed. This can put a lot of pressure 
on one's home life. If domestic conditions are happy, 
this can provide great support to an entrepreneur. If 
conditions are strained, it may lead to the failure of 
the business, relationship or both. 

• Failure of the owner to set goals, establish priorities, 
and properly manage their own time. 

• Lack of experience - sometimes it can seem so easy to 
get into business. What one doesn't know may be a 
lot less apparent than what one does know. 

• Lack of management depth - many entrepreneurs 
work alone but end up growing too big for their own 
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management capability. You've got to surround yourself 
with key people to whom you can delegate decision- 
making responsibility. A good management team can 
make the difference between success and failure in 
any venture, no matter how good the product. 

• Inability to recruit competent employees. 

• Poor communication or interrelationships among 
members of the management team or other staff. 

• Dishonesty - it will come as no surprise that some 
entrepreneurs have ended up in serious trouble because 
of the dishonest behavior of employees, suppliers, etc. 

Financial Management: 

• Failure to prepare a proper business plan - there are 
few things more important to entrepreneurial success 
than developing an effective business plan. 

• Underestimating capital requirements and costs - an 
entrepreneur may mismanage finances in the planning 
stage and in the operating stage of the business. 

• Underestimation of general overhead expenses - 
remember that as your sales volume grows, so will a lot 
of your costs. 

• Over-optimistic sales forecasting - positive thinking 
gone wild can often come up with sales estimates that 
fall far short of the actual numbers. 

• Underestimation of initial breakeven volume or the time 
to its attainment. 

• Going ahead with too little start up capital the temptation 
to "get underway" is very strong. Some entrepreneurs 
jump the gun and establish a business before it is 
adequately financed. 

• Failure to issue equity - many entrepreneurs load 
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their company down with debt because they are afraid 
to give up a piece of the action. It always makes more 
sense to issue shares to friends and relatives rather than 
stick your neck out on the line with the bank. 

• Failure to secure "back-up capital" - the unforeseen 
always seems to happen and it is the wise entrepreneur 
who is prepared for it. 

• Irregular, untimely, and/or inaccurate financial and 
operating data – this is especially a problem where the 
company accountant's only role is to prepare tax returns 
rather than to provide operating guidance to the owner. 

• Poor purchasing due to a poor choice of suppliers. 

• Failure to negotiate firm terms with suppliers - one 
can start a business under a certain set of conditions 
but, if suppliers change their policies towards the 
business, circumstances can quickly change (e.g. a 
change in the previously agreed upon times of bread 
delivery may affect a variety store's business). You 
should make sure that supplier price quotes and delivery 
terms are in writing. 

• Poor accounts receivable policy - a company may grant 
credit too freely and easily in an attempt to drum up 
business but who needs customers who don' t pay? 

• Lack of working capital - many entrepreneurs make 
the mistake of using their excess cash to invest in fixed 
assets such as machinery and equipment. It is often 
better to lease major assets before purchasing them. 
This can free up badly needed working capital. 

• Negative cash flow – this occurs where the owner fails 
to anticipate in advance and to properly align cash 
inflows with cash outflows. Failure to regularly 
prepare a cash flow statement can kill you! 
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• Excessive owner salary and withdrawals. 

• Lack of a regular physical inventory count and overall 
inspection of stock. 

• Too rapid growth - without proper planning, control, 
or financial backing. 

The Market Place: 

• Poor location. 

• Insufficient profit margins - a successful venture must 
provide an adequate profit for everybody involved. If 
a product costs $ 2.00 to make, then it will have to sell 
for at least three to six times this amount in the store. 
Too many entrepreneurs fail to take account of all of 
the various middlemen that come into play in getting a 
product to the market place as well as the fierce price 
cut ting  that occurs in a dynamic market environment. 

• Failure to anticipate competitive reactions - the 
entrepreneur who plans a start- 

• up venture by assuming that the market place will 
maintain its status quo is in for a rude awakening. A 
competitor can improve on his poor service, lower 
his 

• high prices, or carry a new line of products. Don't make 
the mistake of thinking that you'll automatically make 
money because you offer a better ser vice at lower prices. 

• Improper market identification - the entrepreneur  may 
lack an understanding of the market into which he/she 
is entering. This can lead to improper price (out of line 
with market expectations or conditions), misperceived 
market size and underestimation of the strength of 
competitors. Any of these factors may lead to potential  
customers being unaware of the entrepreneur's 
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product or service and there could be other 
consequences as well. 

• Diversification into an unfamiliar area too soon in a 
new company life. 

• Failure to grow - some entrepreneurs try to keep 
their baby in diapers for too long. Unfortunately, 
many businesses reach a stage where they must either 
continue to grow or be pushed out of the market place. 

This list points out the many pitfalls awaiting the unwary 
entrepreneur. Every entrepreneur has to plan well and foresee 
all the potential problems. The "idea" is only the beginning. 
Making the business a success takes a lot of hard work. 
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Recommended Reading Sources 

• THINK AND GROW RICH, by Napoleon Hill, Fawcett 
Crest Books. SUCCESS THROUGH A POSITIVE 
MENTAL ATTITUDE, by Napoleon Hill and W. 
Clement Stone, Prentice Hall. 

• HOW TO GET CONTROL OF YOUR TIME AND 
YOUR LIFE, by Alan Lakein, Signet Books. 

• DRESS FOR SUCCESS AND DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
FOR WOMEN, by John T. Molloy, Warner Books. 

• HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE 
PEOPLE, by Dale Carnegie, Simon and Schuster. 

• CREATING WEALTH, by Robert Allen, Simon and 
Schuster. 

• THE PEAK TO PEAK PRINCIPLE, by Dr. Robert 
Schuller, Word Publishing. 

• LET'S EAT .RIGHT TO KEEP FIT, by Adelle Davis, 
Signet Books. HOW TO BE RICH, by J. Paul Getty, 
Jove Publishing. 

• PSYCHOCYBERNETICS, by Maxwell Maltz, Si 

• HOW TO STOP WORRYING AND START LIVING, 
by Dale Carnegie, Simon and Schuster. 

We also recommend that you regularly listen to many 
of the powerful cassette audio tapes available through the 
Institute. Invest in success by investing in yourself. 

 


